Fujimedic Kumo Wellness Massage Chair

Fujimedic Kumo
Kumo is engineered with cutting edge Japanese technology that precisely targets acupuncture points from head-to-toe, and exclusively at the knees.

1. L-Track Full Back Coverage
Fujimedic Kumo's enhanced 44 inch L-track gives wider coverage and reaches more points. Invigorating neck, shoulder, mid-back, and lower-back massage is available via the L-track coverage.

2. Multi-language Controller
With a tap on the seven inch touch screen control panel you can switch between English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese languages.

3. Heated Knee & Calf Therapy
The Kumo is the world’s first massage chair with 3D Knee Technology. It combines air compression and heat therapy to massage knees with strategically-fitted thermal height adjustable airbags.

Chromotherapy LED light patterns. Surround sound Bluetooth speakers connect to your smart phone easily.
5. Customize it. Memorize it.
A personalized massage is a tap away with 12 auto massage programs.

Kumo is equipped with the high-performance A.R.M. microprocessor & sensors to adjust intensity levels in real time.

7. Anywhere in the House
Kumo’s base slides forward when reclining, to save space in your home.

8. Smart Dial
Conveniently control the intensity of your massage program without disrupting your massage.

9. Advanced Back Scanning Sensor
Detects the size, shape and curves of your body.

10. Spot Massage
4D rollers can stay in place giving you control to target a particular area of your back.

11. 4D Heated Rollers
Heat is dispersed from the massage rollers themselves to simulate a pair of warm hands.

Fujimedic Kumo
Complement your home’s interior with one of the four Kumo color combinations.